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I. INTRODUCTION 
In 15 ], Farrell constructed a cohomology theory for groups of finite 
virtual cohomological dimension which generalizes the Tate cohomology 
theory of finite groups. One has. then, a sequence of functors (fi’} indexed 
by the integers satisfying the usual properties of a cohomology theory, such 
as existence of long exact sequences and cup products. In addition, these 
functors have a number of properties characteristic of Tate theory, such as 
coeffaceability and effaceability, triviality on torsion-free groups, and so 
forth. Since the theory involves a doubly infinite sequence of functors, it 
provides a natural setting for cup products and investigations of 
cohomological periodicity. 
Deligne ]4] and Schneebeli [ 13 ] have constructed examples of groups 
which do not have finite virtual dimension, but for which it is “evident” how 
one could construct a Farrell theory. The same can be said for the countable 
locally finite groups, which have arisen, e.g., in the periodicity investigations 
of Talelli ] 161. In these and other cases, it would be useful to have a Farrell 
theory available. 
In this paper, we extend Farrell cohomology to a class of groups larger 
than the class of groups of finite virtual dimension. We then define a 
subclass C ~ via actions on finite-dimensional acyclic simplicial complexes: 
this smaller class contains the groups of finite virtual dimension, as well as 
the groups mentioned above. 
The construction of our extended theory requires a generalization of the 
ordinary (co)homological dimension available for torsionfree groups. This 
“generalized (co)homological dimension,” which may be of independent 
interest, may remain finite even for groups with torsion; e.g., we provide a 
’ This is a revised version of the author’s doctoral dissertation. submitted to Cornell 
University in July 1982. 
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bound for the dimension of an uncountable locally Iinite group in terms of its 
cardinality. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Sections II and III we define the 
generalized homological and cohomological dimensions hd(G) and cd(G); 
we give properties and applications. In Section IV, we construct 6rrell 
cohomology for groups G with cd(G) < co and possessing a complete 
resolution. We observe that almostall the standard properties of Farrell 
theory go through. In Section V, we define the class C, and investigate its 
properties. 
II. GENERALIZED COHOMOLOGICAL DIMENSION 
Recall that the cohomological dimension of a group G is defined by 
cd(G) = proj dim,,;(Z), 
where Z is given the trivial G-action. One may show that, if cd(G) < co, 
cd(G) = sup(k: Hk(G; F) # 0, F a free G-module} 
(cf. 12, Chap. VIII.2]). S’ mce Hk(G; M) = ExtF;(B. M), the following is a 
natural generalization. 
DEFINITION. The generalized cohomological dimension of a group G is 
cd(G) = sup(k: Exti(M, F) # 0, M J-free, F G-free}. 
We shall see that the inclusion of Z-free G-modules in the first variable 
allows us to construct “downward” dimension-shifting arguments. 
Recall that a G-module is induced if it has the form BG @zA. where A is 
an abelian group and G acts by left multiplication on the first factor. 
PROPOSITION 1. cd(G) = sup{ k: Exti(M, I) # 0, M Z-free, I induced) = 
sup{ k: Extt(M, P) # 0, M T-free, P projective}. 
Proof. Let A and B denote the first and second “sups,” respectively. 
Since frees are projective and induced, it is clear that cd(G) <A and - 
cd(G) < B. 
We may assume cd(G) < co, or we are done. Let P be projective, and 
write F = P @ Q, where F is free. If M is l-free and k > cd(G), 
Extk(M, P) @ Ex@(M, Q) z Extk(M, F) = 0. 
Hence, Extk(M, P) = 0 and cd(G) > B. 
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If I is induced, proj dim(Z) < 1 (cf. [2, VI.7 1). Let 
be a projective resolution. If M is Z-free and k > cd(G), the end terms in 
Extk(M, P,) -+ Extk(M, I) --$ Extk+‘(M, P,) 
vanish, so Extk(M, I) = 0. Therefore, cd(G) > A. 1 
PROPOSITION 2. cd(G) < n is equivalent to the following extension 
condition: 
For every exact sequence 
0 + ker d, --t P, dn -P,+,+...-tP,+Q4 
with Pi projective for 0 < i < n and M U-free, any map 
ker d, + P, P projective, extends to a map P, + P. (*) 
Proof. Suppose cd(G) < n. and 
0 + ker d, ---f P, 
d, -P,- ,,...--tP+4f 
and ker d, j P satisfy the hypotheses of (*). The short exact sequence 
O+kerd,,+P,*imd,-tO 
yields a long exact sequence 
. ..Hom(P.,P)+Hom(kerd,,P)-,Ext’(imd,,P)-, .... 
Consequently, the obstruction to extending the map lies in Ext’(im d,, P). 
However, by dimension-shifting, 
Ext’(imd,,P)zExt*(imd,_,,P) 
Ext”(im d,, P) z Ext”+ ‘(im d,, P). 
The last group vanishes, since M (hence im d,) is L-free and cd(G) < n. 
- Hence, the obstruction is zero, and the map can be extended. 
The converse, which also follows by dimension-shifting, is left to the 
reader. 1 
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COROLLARY. Let cd(G) -C 00, and suppose 
d,, . P,, + , d, P, + P,, ~, -----f ’ 
is an acyclic. doubly infinite complex oj’projectiue G-modules. For all n and 
an>> projectir?e G-module P, any map ker d, --t P extends to a map P,, -+ P. 1 
It is clear that we may replace P by a free or induced module, or a 
product of projective/free/induced modules. We will use this corollary in our 
discussion of complete resolutions. 
We now enumerate some basic properties of cd(G). First, we observe that 
it is, in fact, a “generalized cohomological dimension.” 
PROPOSITION 3. cd(G) < cd(G), with equality ifcd(G) < co. 
Proof. Suppose cd(G) = n. Let M be J-free, and let 
O+P,-tP, ,-+“’ +P,,+‘l+O 
be a projective resolution. By 115, Lemma 1, pp. 83-84 1, applying M %z- 
yields a projective resolution of M: 
O-tM@P,+M@P,,m,-t... +M/-;)P,,+M+O. 
(Here all the tensor products have the diagonal G-action: g . (m (21 p) = 
gm e’ gp.) Hence, Extk(M, -) = 0 for k > n, and cd(G) < n = cd(G). On the 
other hand, 
cd(G) = sup{ k: Hk(G; F) # 0, F free} < cd(G); 
therefore, equality holds. Finally, if cd(G) = co, there is nothing to ptove. I 
PROPOSITION 4. Zf H < G. cd(H) < c+(G). 
Proof. If cd(G) = co, there is nothing to prove. Suppose cd(G) q = n. Let 
F be a free H-module, M and H-module that is Z-free. We want to show that 
Ext:,(M, F) = 0 for k > n. 
Observe that there is an F’ such that F @ F’ is H-isomorphic to a free G- 
module regarded as an H-module. Then 
Ext;,(M, F 0 F’) =: Ext;,(M, F) @ Ext;,(M, F’), 
and the vanishing of the left side will imply the vanishing of the group in 
1x1 ‘87 2 I,, 
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which we are interested. Consequently, we may assume that F is the 
restriction to H of a free ZG-module. By adjointness (cf. 13, p. 346 I), 
Exti(M, F) z Extf,(M, Hom,,(LG, F)) z Extt,(dG @{, M, F) 
=o for k > n, 
since ZG @,, M is &free and F is G-free. 1 
COROLLARY. If cd(G) = 0, then G is a torsion group. 
Proof. An element of infinite order generates a subgroup of 
dimension 1. 1 
PROPOSITION 5. ZfH<Gand(G:H)<oz,cd(H)=cd(G). - - 
Proof. Let cd(H) = n (if cd(H) = 03, we are done by Proposition 4). Let 
M be a G-mod& that is Z-free, and let F be G-free. If F’ is a free H-module 
such that rank,(F’) = rank,,(F), then 
F z LG OHH F’ z Hom,,(LG, F’), 
the second isomorphism using the fact that (G : H) < 00 (cf. 12, 111.41). Con 
sequently. 
Exti(M. F) z Ext:,(M, Hom,,(LG, F’)) z Extf,(JG $Jr; M, F’) 
z ExtL(ResgM, F’) = 0 for k > 0. 
So cd(G) < rz. and equality follows from Proposition 4. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Zf vcd(G) = n, then cd(G) = n. 
Proof. Let H < G, (G : H) < co, H torsion-free. By Propositions 3 and 5. 
n = cd(H) = cd (H) = cd(G). 1 
COROLLARY 2. Zf G is finite, cd (G) = 0. 
Proof If G is finite, vcd(G) = 0. i 
Using the derived functors of the inverse limit functor, we may obtain a 
relation between the dimension of a group G and the dimensions of a family 
of subgroups (G, }, when G = IQ G, . 
PROPOSITION 6. Let G=@,G,, G, < G, /Il=N,. Then 
cd(G)<supcd(G,)+k+ 1. - 
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Proof. We will need the following facts (cf. 19, pp. 35 and 241): 
1. If (A,} is a direct system of modules, there is a spectral sequence 
ET9 = limcP’ Ext4(A,, B) * ExtP+4(uA,, B). - 
2. Let I be a directed set, III < EC/, , and let {M,}, be an inverse 
system. Then 
$rTy’ M, = 0 for i>k+l. 
Now let it4 and P be G-modules, It4 L-free and P projective. Since 
and 
Ext;(M or;, LG, P) z Ext;*(M, P), 
our spectral sequence becomes 
kcP’ Ext;.,(M, P) 3 Extgt4(M, P). 
If sup, cd (G,) < n, the spectral sequence lives in the rectangle 0 < p < k + 1, 
0 <q < n. Hence, if cd(G) = co, then sup cd(G,) = co. Finally, if 
cd(G)<co,supcd(G,)=m<co,andcd(G)<m+k+l. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Let G be countable, cd(G) < GO. Then there exists 
H < G. H finitely generated, such that 
cd(H)<cd(G)<cd(H)+ 1. - 
Proof: Since G is countable, it may be written as an ascending union 
H,<H,<... of finitely generated subgroups. Choose Hi such that cd (Hi) = -- 
supk cd (Hk). and take H = Hi. 1 
COROLLARY 2. Let G be locally finite, / G ~ = Kk. Then 
cd(G)<k+ 1. - 
ProoJ Write G as the direct limit of its finitely generated (= finite) 
subgroups and apply Proposition 6. 1 
Remark. Holt [S] made the following conjecture: Let G be a. locally 
finite group, N = LG Or A an induced module. Then H”(G; N) = 0 for n > 0, 
unless /Gi=K,-,. If lGl=N,-,, n > 0, and A is countable, then 
1 H”(G; N)I = 2”-‘. Corollary 2 shows that H”(G; N) = 0 for n > k + 1. 
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where 1G1 = &. Note that in this situation the spectral sequence of 
Proposition 6 collapses to yield 
H’G; N) z &I”’ Horn,&& N), O<i<k+ I. 
III. GENERALIZED HOMOLOGICAL DIMENSION 
In this section, we develop the homological analogs of the results in 
Section II. Since many of the proofs are essentially dual to those given 
earlier, we will often state results and omit or outline proofs. 
DEFINITION. The generalized homological dimension of G is 
hd(G) = sup{k: Torf(M, C) # 0, M Z-torsion free, G cofree}. 
(Recall that C is cofree if it is a product of copies of Hom,(LG, Q/Z!), where 
Horn,(-) is a left G-module via right multiplication on the first factor.) 
Using the facts that injectives are summands of cofrees and that cofrees 
are injectives, one easily shows that “cofree” may be replaced by “injective” 
in the definition above. Recall that a module is coinduced if it has the form 
Hom,(ZG,A), for A an abelian group. Since coinduced modules have 
injective dimension < 1, one may show that “cofree” may be replaced by 
“coinduced” as well. 
PROPOSITION 7. If G is finite, hd(G) = 0. - 
Proof. For G finite, coinduced = induced, and induced modules are 
acyclic for homology. We now need only observe that if M is Z-torsion free, 
Torf(M, -) z H,(G; A4 Or -) 
(cf. 12, 111.2.21). I 
PROPOSITION 8. Let H < G, then hd(H) G%(G). - 
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Proposition 4. One uses the fact 
that if M’ is H-cofree, there exists a G-cofree module M which decomposes 
over H as A4 = M’ @ M”. 1 
PROPOSITION 9. Let G = a G,, G, < G. Then hd(G) = sup, M(G,). - 
ProoJ Let M and I be G-modules, M Z-torsion free, and I injective. Let 
F, + M be a free resolution. We have 
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Passing to homology, and using the fact that homology commutes with 
direct limits. 
I& TorC,n(M, I) = Torz(M, I). 
The result follows immediately. 1 
COROLLARY 1. If hd(G) = n, there exists a finitely generated sbgroup - 
H < G with hd(H) = n. 1 - 
COROLLARY 2. If G is locally finite, then hd(G) = 0. 1 - 
Let M and P be G-modules, M Z-torsion free, and P projective. It is easy 
to show that M Or P is flat, where we give the tensor product the diagonal 
G-action. Moreover, since flat modules are direct limits of finitely generated 
free modules [ 10, Theoreme 2 1, it is possible to replace “projective” by 
“flat.” 
PROPOSITION 10. If hd(G) < 00, then hd(G) = hd(G). - 
Proof. If hd(G) = n, let F, + Z be a flat resolution of length n and let M 
be Z-torsion free. Tensoring the resolution with M yields, by the remarks 
above. a flat resolution of M of length n. Hence, Tor,(M, -) = 0 for k > n, 
and hd (G) < n. 
Since if hd(G) < 00, 
hd(G) = sup(k: H,(G : I) # 0, I injective 1. 
the opposite inequality is trivial. 1 
COROLLARY 1. If hd(G) = 0, then G is torsion. 
Proof. hd(Z) = hd(1) = 1, i.e., any infinite cyclic subgroup has 
dimension r 
LEMMA 1. A torsion solvable group is locally finite. 
Proof Induct on the length of a solvable series. For the inductive step, 
observe that the extension of a locally finite group by a locally finite group is 
locally finite. 1 
COROLLARY 2. If G is solvable and hd(G) = 0, then G is locally finite. 
Proof. By Corollary 1 above and Lemma 1. 1 
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The proof of the following result is exactly analogous to that of 
Proposition 5. 
PROPOSITION 11. If (G : H) < 03, then g(H) = g(G). 1 
For G torsion-free and solvable, hd(G) = h(G), where h(G) is the Hirsch 
number (i.e., the torsion-free rank of G). For an arbitrary solvable group. we 
shall show hd(G) < h(G). (It is conceivable that equality holds in general.) 
We will needtwo preliminary remarks. First, recall that a subgroup of finite 
index in a finitely generated group is finitely generated [ 6. Corollary 7.2.1 I. 
LEMMA 2. Let 1 + G’ + G + G” + 1 be an extension of groups, 
hd(G’) = m, hd(G”) = n. Then hd(G) < m + n. - 
ProoJ Let M and I be G-modules, A4 L-torsion free, and Z injective. The 
Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence 
H,(G”, H&G’, M OzI)) => H,+,(G, ~4 Oz 0 
has Ei4 = 0 for p > n or q > m, since H,(G’, M @,I) z Torz’(M, I). The 
conclusion follows immediately, since H,+,(G, M @,I) z Tor~+,(M, 1). 1 
PROPOSITION 12. Let G be solvable, h(G) the Hirsch number. If 
hd(G) < co, then hd(G) < h(G). - 
Proof. The proof follows that of 11, Proposition 7.111; we include it for 
the reader’s convenience. 
If h(G) = 0, it is easy to see that G is locally finite, and hd(G) = 0 
(Corollary 2 to Proposition 9). Suppose the result is true for h(G) < n, and 
take h(G) = n > 1. By Corollary 1 to Proposition 9, there is a finitely 
generated subgroup K < G with hd(K) = n. Let 
be a solvable series, and let t be the smallest integer such that K,/K,, , is 
infinite. (K : K,) < co, and by the remarks preceding the Proposition. K, is 
finitely generated. Thus, K,/K,+ , is a finitely generated abelian group, and 
we may find a subgroup L such that K, D L D K,, , and KJL z L. Now L 
is solvable and h(L) < h(K) < II, so by induction hd(L) < h(L). We therefore - 
have 
hd(G) = hd(K) = hd(K,) <E(L) + 1 < h(L) + 1 - - 
= h(K,) < h(G). 1 
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Remark. It is also possible to prove the result by induction on thle length 
of a solvable series. 
Question. Does equality hold in Proposition 12? 
IV. FARRELL COHOMOLOGY 
In this section, we will construct Farrell cohomology for groups having a 
complete resolution and finite generalized cohomological dirnension. 
Roughly. finite dimension will allow us to dimension-shift “downward.” 
replacing the relative homological algebra available in the finite virtual 
dimension case. 
We will verify that most of the properties of ordinary Farrell theory carry 
over in our more general context. A notable exception: the Farrell 
cohomology groups will no longer be torsion. 
DEFINITION. Let M be a ZG-module. A complete resolution of M is an 
acyclic complex (F,},,, of projective ZG-modules which agrees with an 
ordinary projective resolution of M in suffkiently high dimensions: 
prl I+‘.‘+ P,-tM-tO. 
The complete resolution has coincidence index n if it “begins agreeing” in 
dimension II. We say G has a complete resolution if the trivial G-module Z 
has a complete resolution. 
We will often use the notation (F,, P, , n) to denote a complete resolution 
of coincidence index n. Here P, denotes the ordinary projective resolution of 
1 and F, denotes the doubly infinite acyclic complex of projectives. Finally, 
a map of complete resolutions (F, , P, , n) --t (Fi , Pk , m) will mean a pair of 
chain mapsf: F,+F;,g:P,+P$, such thatfi = gi for i 3 max(m, n). 
LEMMA 3. Let M and N be G-modules hating complete resolutions, and 
suppose cd (G) < 00. Then every homomorphism f: M + N extends to a map 
of complete resolutions. 
Proof: Let (F:+, P:, , m). (F&, P$, n) be complete resolutions for M and 
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N, respectively. Ordinary homological algebra provides a chain map 
P,:: + Pi!: lifting J We therefore have a chain map F,: + F$: in dimensions 
> max(m, n), which we must push into lower dimensions. This is an easy 
diagram chase using the corollary to Proposition 2. 1 
PROPOSITION 13. Let G be a group with a complete resolution and 
suppose cd(G) < co. Let (F,, P,, m), (FL. Pi, n) be complete resolutions 
for : over G of coincidence index m. n, respectively. Then there are 
homotopq equivalences f: F:, Y Flk, f’: P,, 1 Pi:, which agree in sufficientljS 
high dimensions. 
Proof: Standard homological algebra provides a homotopy equivalence 
f’: P, 7 Pk with homotopy inverse g’: Pi 1 P,. We have homotopies 
satisfying 
g’f’ - id, = s’d + ds’ 
f ‘g’ - id,, = t’d + dt’. 
By Lemma 3, we have maps f: F, + F;, g: F$ + F,, with 
.A=fi', g; = g( 3 i > max(m, n). 
To show that f and g are homotopy inverses, we wish to extend the 
homotopies s’, t’ to povide homotopies s: gf - id,, t: fg - id,. We will give 
the construction for s; the construction of t is similar. Suppose S; : Fj + Fj , , 
has been defined for j > i such that 
gjfipid,.,=$i+ISi+Si ,dj, j > i. 
(Here d denotes the differential in F, .) We want to define sim, : Fi , + Fi so 
that (*) is satisfied for j = i. Define a map S;: ~, : ker d; ,A F, by 
i’; ,(x) = (gih ~ id,.C ~ di + , s,)(d,T ‘x). 
This makes sense, since ker dipI = im d;. An easy diagram chase shows that 
fi-, is well defined, and by construction 
S;~,di=g,fi-id,,~di+,si. 
By the corollary to Proposition 2, we obtain inductively a homotopy 
gf-” id. We may similarly extend t to a homotopy such that fg -’ id. 1 
The following definition now makes sense: 
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DEFINITION. Let G be a group such that cd(G) < co, and suppose that G 
has a complete resolution (F,, P, , n). The Farrell cohomology grou,ps of G 
with coefftcients in a G-module M are given by 
fi’(G; M) = H’(Hom,(F,, M)). 
The preceding result shows that these groups are independent of the choice 
of resolution. 
Remark. One may, of course, make the definition above without the 
assumption of finite dimension, but then it is not even clear that the groups 
are independent of the resolution chosen. 
We will now prove several results which show that, in a sense, the 
dimension of G measures the coincidence index of a complete resolution, and 
vice versa. First we will need a technical lemma. The proof was suggested by 
the proof of a lemma of Wall (cf. [ 20, Lemma 3.A I). 
LEMMA 4. Let cd (G) < co, and suppose that - 
0 -+ ker d, + P,, - do p,2!!+... 
0 - ker d; - P;l- Pj 
are exact sequences such that 
(i) PA. Pi. and Pi, i > 0. are projective. 
(ii) ker d,, + “kcrd~~ ker d6 and ker dh +R’hrrcfc~ ker d 
are isornorphisms and inverses. Then there is an exact sequence 
with p, projectice. 
Proof: Step 1. We have an exact sequence 
Step 2. Observe that 
id g I I 0 id and 
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are (inverse) automorphisms of P, @ PA, and 
So we have an exact sequence 
0 + ker dl, - p, 0 pr, tp,+p;,--+p,---t.... 
I i,“cl I 
[ “1; ~I,, K 
f,t id I 
Id 01 - 
(“1 
Step 3. Now let 
Q = “graph of g" = {(x, y) E P, @ P; 1 .V = f(x) }. 
There is an automorphism of P, @ PI which carries P,, onto Q, namely, 
P,, @ P;, 5 P" @ P(, 
(4 y) - c-y. 4' + f(x)). [So (4 0) + CT f(x)). I 
Notice also that Q is a direct sum complement to PI : if (x, v) E P, @ PI,, 
(x3 Y) = (4 f(x)) + (0, I’ -f(x)), 
and if (x, f(x)) = (0, JJ), x = 0, so (x, f(x)) = (0,O). Sequence (*) may 
therefore be rewritten as 
What are the l-cocycles in (* *)? They are 
Z’=kerld, O]=irn6’zE 
Q 0 P; 
Z Q@FePl,;. 
im ” 
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We therefore have a diagram 
6” QOP(,- P,@Ph 
Here j embeds Q @ (Pb/ker db) as the I-cocycles in P, @ P[,, 71 and i are the 
canonical maps of the direct sum Q @ (P{,/ker di,), and the map 19 exists by 
applying the extension property (Proposition 2) to the sequence (* *) (here is 
where we use cd(G) < co). Since 0j = 71, B(ji) = ni = id,. It follows that Q is 
embedded as a summand of P, @ Ph. The diagram also shows that the 
boundary 6’ carries the summand Q in dimension 0 isomorphically onto the 
summand Q in dimension 1. 
Hence, there is an acyclic subcomplex of (“*) having the form 
The quotient complex is a complex of the desired form. 1 
PROPOSITION 14. Suppose cd(G) = n, and M is a G-module which is Z- - 
free and admits a complete resolution. Then M admits a complete resolution 
of coincidence index < II. 
Proof. Suppose M has a complete resolution of coincidence index k > n: 
p, & pl, , a, . --f P{,--‘P’, - ... . . . /I 
p, + p, 1 l/k 
- . --t P,, - M + 0. 
[ii I 
It is easy to check that there is a well-defined map f: ker d; , + P, ~, given 
by 
f(x) = d, d; ’ (x). 
By the corollary to Proposition 2, this extends to a map P; , --t P,- , , which 
we will also denote byf. It is also easy to check that there is a well--defined 
map g: ker d,_ , + P;-, given by 
g(x) = d;dk '(x). 
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Since k > n, li - 1 > II < cd(G). By Proposition 2, g extends to a map 
P k-1+&,, which we shall also denote by g. Note that 
j-dl,=d, and g d, = di . 
From this it follows that 
flkerd;m,: kerd; , =. kerd, ~, 
and 
gl kerdi , : ker d, , z ker dk , 
are inverses. By the preceding lemma, we have an exact sequence 
(P projective). This yields a complete resolution of coincidence index k - 1: 
‘i’“; D../n 
. . ker d,-, 
Suppose G has a complete resolution of coincidence index n, and let M be 
a G-module that is V-free. By applying M @,: to the complete resolution of 
i. we obtain a complete resolution for M (cf. [ 15, Lemma 1. pp. 833841). 
This remark will be required in the next chapter, as well as in the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 15. Let cd (G) < GO, and suppose G has a complete 
resolution of coincidence index n. Then cd (G) < n. 
Proof: By the remarks above, we have a complete resolution 
for any G-module M which is L-free. We shall show Extk(M, P) = 0 for 
k > M and any projective P. 
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Dimension-shifting along the bottom sequence, 
Ex?(M, P) z Ext’(ker dkm2, P). 
Since k > n, k - 2 > n - 1, for all j> rz - 1, ker dj z ker d:. Hence, 
Ext ‘(ker d, z, P) zz Ext ‘(ker di *, P). Now we dimension-shift along the top 
sequence: letting m = cd(G), - 
Ext’(kerd;~,,P)zExtm”(kerd;,~,,_2,P)=0. 
Hence, cd(G) Q n, as claimed. 1 
As in the finite virtual dimension case, the Farrell functors satisfy 
Shapiro’s lemma, and are effaceable and coeffaceable. 
PROPOSITION 16 (Shapiro’s lemma). Let H < G, M an H-module. If G 
has a complete resolution, so does H. and 
H*(G; Coindz M) z k*(H; M). 
Proof Let F, be a complete resolution for H (apply Resg - to one for 
G). Then 
Hom,(F,, M) =: Hom,(F,, Hom,,(ZG, M)), 
by the universal property for coinduction. Passing to cohomology yields the 
result. I 
COROLLARY. The Farrell cohomolog>t functors fi*(G; -) are coeffaceable. 
Proof: Let M be a G-module. We have a G-module imbedding M-1 
Hom,(ZG. M) given by m + {g+ gm}. By Shapiro’s lemma, 
~*(G;Hom,(ZG.M))cfi*((l};M)=O. I 
PROPOSITION 17. Let G be a group with a complete resolution sufch that 
cd(G) < 00. Let M be projectiLle/free/induced. Then t?*(G: M) = 0. - 
Proof. Let F be a complete resolution for G. 
. . . __t F,,, A F, A F,_, + ..‘. 
im d, = ker d, 1 
J T 
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If j’: F,+M and fd,,, = 0, f induces f’: im d, = ker d, 1 + M. By the 
corollary to Proposition 2, f factors through F,-, . Hence, f factors through 
F no,, and kn(G; M) = 0. 1 
Thus, projective and induced modules (and, in fact, products of these) are 
g*-acyclic, and available for dimension shifting. We now proceed to the 
construction of cup products for Farrell cohomology. The construction of a 
diagonal approximation follows that of [ 2 1; however, since the construction 
there is contained in two chapters, we give it here for the convenience of the 
reader. 
In what follows, G will be a group having a complete resolution such that 
cd(G) < 03. 
-Let (F, P, it - 1) be a complete resolution for G of coincidence index 
n - 1. Let r: P+ P @ P be a diagonal approximation with components 
5 
’ PP-t, PO4 . + P, @ P,. Let F 6 F be the completed tensor product: 
(Fk’f-F),= [ 1 FpOzF, (diagonal action). 
p+q=n 
The differential d is defined componentwise, as usual: if % is the differential 
in F. we have 
8’=63id,, 
F, 0 F, - F p-l OF, 
6”=(-I)PidFp8)% 
F,,OF,-, 
and we define diFpBCU = 8’ + a”. 
Note that F @ F IS acyclic: if h is a &contracting homotopy for F, then 
h @ id,.. is a Z-contracting homotopy for F 6 F. 
We will now construct a “diagonal approximation,” i.e., a chain map 
A: F + F 6 F whose (n, n)th-component A,, : F,, + F, 6 F, is r,, . We will 
require two easy lemmas. 
LEMMA 5. Let G be a group, H 4 G, A a G-module. We have an 
isomorphismof G-modules 
where G acts on the left by left multiplication on Z(G/H) and diagonally on 
the right. 
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Proof. The maps 
(P: B(G/H) Oa A + ZG BEI, A, I//: LG am A + Z(G/H) OEA, 
gHC3a-t s0 go, g@a+ gH@g--‘a 
are easily checked to be G-maps and inverses. 1 
Note that in case H = ( 1 }, we have 
LEMMA 6. Let C be a positive acyclic complex of G-modules, each term 
of which is free over U. Let P be a projective G-module. Then P C9 p C is 
contractible as a complex of G-modules. 
Proof. We may reduce to the case where P = ZG. By the remark above, 
we may assume that G acts on LG @ C by left multiplication on the left- 
hand factor. Let h be a Z-contracting homotopy for C (which exists, :since C 
is Z-free; cf. 13, p. 2 14 1. Then id,, 0 h is a G-contracting homotopy for 
ZG@C. 1 
We now proceed the construction of .4, which we will do in three ,steps. 
Step 1. 3 a family of maps a,,: F,, + Fn+p OF,-,,, p E H, such that 
(a) (%a, + 8”aPP ,)IRzn = 0, where B,, = im(a: Fznt , --$ F,,). 
(b) a0 = rnn 
(cf. [ 2, Chap. VI.5). Let a,) = r,,, a, = r,+ ,,nP 1 (this is okay, since F and P 
have coincidence index n - 1). We check (a) for p = 1: we need to show that 
for ,Y E F,, + , , 
(a’? n+,.nm, +%“r,,,)ax=o. 
Consider the commutative diagram 
F,, 63 F,, , 
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From the diagram, 
%‘r ntI.n I + %t’r,,.n = proj 0d 0 (r,, + l,,z ,+ r,r.,t) 
= proj 0 d 0 r2,, 
= proj 0 rzn , 0 2. 
Applying this to 8x gives 0. 
Now suppose p > 1 and up has been defined inductively to satisfy (a). By 
Lemma 6, the complex Fz @FnPPP, has a contracting homotopy h, where 
Fi denotes the complex F:, truncated in some dimension + n. Define 
aptI = -hd”a,: Fz,,+F,,+,,+,OF, p ,. 
Then 
@‘a, + I + a”a,,) 3 = (-a’h + id) a”ap 3 (by definition of aLp+ ,)
= h 3’ a”(xp 3 (h is a contracting homotopy) 
= -h 3” a’a P 2 (2’ and 3” anticommute) 
= hcYi?“a,m, F (induction) 
=o 
shows that (a) is satisfied, completing the induction step. 
Step 2. We extend A,, to higher dimensions via ordinary homological 
algebra: 
F 2n+2 - F 2ni I - im szn + , - 0 
AJ,l . . . 
I 
J!,lf2 
I 
A?,,. I
! 
(FOF),,.z - WC3 FL,+ 1 - imd,,,, -0. 
Step 3. To extend A to lower dimensions, we use the fact that 
cd(G) < co. For example, to define A,, ~, , we first push A down to im Z2,, :
0 + ker aIn + F 2n + im azn + 0 
I 
Ah 
I 
AZ?? b 
I 
0 + ker d,, + (F @ F)2n + im d,, + 0. 
Composing ,8 with im d,, + (F @ F),+, yields a map im a,, + (F 0 F),, - , . 
Since (F 0 F)2n- r is a product of frees, the map extends to A,, ~, : F,,, ~I + 
(FO%-,. I 
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Let (F, P, n - 1) be a complete resolution of coincidence index n - 1. 
Choose a diagonal approximation d: F + F 6 F as above. For cochains 
u E Hom,(F, M), v E Hom,(F, N), we define the cup producf of u and 2: by 
u u z’ = (U @ v) 0 A E Hom,(F, M @ N). 
An easy computation shows that 
It follows that there is a well-defined cup product map on cohomology: 
k*(G; M) 63 Ij*(G; N) 4 fi*(G; M @ N). 
We now list a number of (standard) properties which hold for our cup 
product. The proofs are more or less standard, involving effaceability, coef- 
faceability, and routine diagram chases. Hence, we will prove property 3 in 
detail by way of example, and leave the remainder to the reader. 
1. (Natural&v with respect to coefficient maps.) Let f: hl+ M’, 
g: N + N’ be G-module maps u E fi*(G; M), P E I?*(G; N). Then 
(j-3 g)* (u u ~1) = f* u u g, u E f?*(G: M’ @ N’), 
whereJ, : fi*(G; M)+ F?*(G; M’), g, : k*(G; N) --) fi*(G; N’) are the coef- 
ficient homomorphisms. 1 
2. (Compatibility with connecting homomorphisms.) Let 
be a short exact sequence of G-modules. N a G-module such that 
is exact, and let ~1 E @(G; N). Then the diagram 
f?(G; M”) ~A fiP+ ‘(G; M’) 
ill, 
I P 
fiPtq(G; M” ON) s’ f?“+*+ ‘(G; M’ ON) 
commutes, where 6, 6’, denote the connecting homomorphisms in the long 
exact sequences. m 
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be a short exact sequence of G-modules, A4 a G-module such that 
is exact. Let u E fip(G; M). Then the diagram 
fi4(G; N") (- I)PS tiq+ '(G; N") 
'Iv- 
I I 
uv- 
HP+~(G; M 0 NJ') --&PS4+'(G;M@N") *, 
commutes, where 6, 6’, denote the connecting homomorphisms in the long 
exact sequences. I 
We will need the following preliminaries in order to carry out the 
“dimension-shifting” arguments which follow. Let M be a G-module. There 
is a canonical G-module injection 
M -+ Hom,(LG, M) 
m+ I&T-, PI 
which is split as a L-map. (H ere G acts on Hom,(LG, M) by 
km’) = f(ix’)? where g, h’ E G, g E Hom,(LG, M).) By Shapiro’s 
lemma, Hom,(ZG, M) is Z?*-acyclic. Likewise, we have a canonical G- 
surjection 
which is Z-split, and by Proposition 17 ZG @rM is fi*-acyclic. 
Finally, note that if N is any G-module and we apply - @Iz N to a L-split 
short exact sequence of G-modules (giving all tensor products the diagonal 
G-action), the resulting sequence is also exact. 
Let (F, P, n - 1) be a complete resolution for G, cd(G) < co. We may 
repeatedly apply the corollary to Proposition 2 to construct a chain map 
F+ P. This induces a map on cohomology H*(G; M) --, fi*(G; M). 
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3. Cup product in fi* is compatible with that in H*; i.e., the diagram 
Hp(G; M) @ H4(G; N) A HPtq(G;M@N) 
1 1 
&'(G; M) @ f?(G; N) A tiptq(G; M@ N) 
commutes for all p, 9, and all G-modules M and N. 
ProoJ We know this is true for p = q = n. Suppose the result is true for 
some p, q. Let 0 + M + M’ + M” + 0 be exact and Z-split. with M’ coin- 
duced (so H*- and fi*-acyclic). For c’ E Hq(G; N), the diagram 
HP+Y(G; M”N) ) Hpfq+‘(G; MN) 
HP(G; M”) 
1 
1 
P H”+‘(G: M) +O 
I 
aP’“(G; M”N) dd -+ 
1 
tip-y- ‘(G: MN) 
I ,/^ I /7 
@(G; M”) __t I$‘+ ‘(G; M) 
has all faces but the right one commutative (by induction, and compatibility 
of U with 6). The map HP(G; M”) + HP’ ‘(G; M) is surjective, since M’ is 
H*-acyclic. A standard diagram chase (cf. Ill, Proposition 1.1, p. 43 1) then 
shows that the right square commutes. This establishes the result for p + 1, 
4. and a similar argument yields the result for p, p + 1. In this way, the 
result is established in high dimensions. 
Let 0 --t N” + N’ + N--f 0 be exact and Z-split, where N’ is induced (hence 
a*-acyclic). If A is any G-module, Lemma 5 shows that A @ N’ (diagonal 
action!) is induced as well. Let u E fip(G; M). We conclude that in the 
diagram 
H”+q-‘(G; M@N) ’ , HP t “(G; M @ iv”) 
HY-‘(G; N) , I )I’6 f H’(G: N”) 
1 ! 
@‘I“ ‘(G;M@N)- A f$‘* “(G; M @ A”‘) 
7 
/ ’ 
, 1 
/z 
fill- 1;;; N) 
/’ 
,- I)l’h /?‘(G; N”) 
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all the faces but the left-hand one commute, and the map 
6: kp ‘V ‘(G; M @ N) + &’ t4(G; M @ N”) is injective. A diagram chase 
(dual to the previous one) shows that the left-hand face commutes. This 
establishes the result for p, q - 1, and a similar argument yields the result for 
p -- 1, q. We therefore have the result in lower dimensions, completing the 
proof of 3. I 
4. The cup product in fi* is independent of the choice of F and d. 1 
5. (Associativit~.) Let u E QP(G; A), v E @(G; B). w E fi’(G; C). 
Then 
(uuv)uu’=uu(t~uw)E~p’qir(G;A~‘~C). 1 
6. (Commutativity.) For any u E kp(G; M), v E E?j4G; N), 
~u~=(-~)~~~&uu)EE~~+~(G;M@N). 
where t:N@M+M@N is the canonical isomorphism r(n R m) = 
m@n. I 
7. (Unit.) Let u E &‘(G: M). Let 1 E F?‘(G; Z) (by abuse of notation) 
denote the image of 1 E H’(G; Z). Then 
uu1=1uu=u. I 
8. (Compatibility with restriction.) If H < G, u E IjP(G: M), 
L’ E fi(G; N), then 
res);(uUc)=(resu)U(resv), 
where resg : k*(G; -) + fi*(H; -) is the restriction map. u 
Let (G : H) < 00. We define a transfer map on cohomology as follows: let 
F be a complete resolution for G. F is a complete resolution for H, via scalar 
restriction. We define a cochain map 
Hom,,(F, M) --t Hom,(F. M) 
by 
cos(0) = y geg ’ -). 
REGlH 
Here M is a G-module, BE Hom,(F, M), and we sum over a transversal 
(= set of coset representatives) for H in G. The transfer is then the induced 
map on cohomology 
car:: l?*(H;M)+ fi*(G;M). 
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9. (Compatibility with transfer.) Let H < G, (G; H) < co. For any 
u E I?“(G; M), u E ti*(H; N), 
corE(resE u U c) = u U cos: v. I 
Remark. In 1181, Wall suggested generalizing Farrell theory to rings 
where projectives have finite injective dimension and injectives have finite 
projective dimension. In fact, it is easy to show that cd(G) < co if and only 
if projectives have bounded injective dimension, and hd(G) < 00 if and only 
if injectives have bounded fiat dimension. 
V. THE CLASS C, 
In this section, we construct a class of groups (which we will denote C,, ) 
via actions on finite-dimensional acyclic simplicial complexes. We will show 
that the groups in this class possess complete resolutions and have finite 
dimension cd(G): hence, the results of Section IV apply, and these groups 
have a Farrell cohomology theory. We investigate some closure properties of 
the class, and show that the examples cited in the Introduction are contained 
in the class. 
In what follows, a G-complex will denote a simplicial complex on which G 
acts by permuting the simplices, i.e., a simplicial complex on which G acts 
simplicially. 
DEFINITION. Let C,, = finite groups, C,, = groups G such that there is an 
acyclic G-complex X for which (i) G, E C,, ~, for all simplices o of X. 
(ii) supc7rtr {dim u + cd (G,,)} < co, where Z is a set of representatives for the 
simplices of Xmod 6,.and C, = U,, C,,. 
An acyclic G-complex satisfying (i) and (ii) will be called an admissible 
G-complex. 
Remarks. 1. C,,-, c C,, for all II. 
2. C, contains all groups G with vcd(G) < co. 
3. In (ii). we may obviously take the sup over all simplices of X 
whenever it is convenient to do so. 
Let K be a G-complex. Recall that the first derived complex K’ has 
vertices 
V(K’) = {0 10 is a simplex of K}. 
An n-simplex of K’ is a chain of n + 1 simplices of K: 
u,, < u, < ... < on, u; E K. 
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There is an induced G-action on K’ defined as follows: if o,, < O, < + .. < u,, 
are the vertices of an n-simplex CJ of K’ and g E G, then ga is the n-simplex 
with vertices ga, < gu, < ... < ga,. 
If the vertices of K’ are partially ordered by inclusion as simplices of K, 
then K’ is an ordered simplicial complex and the G-action preserves the 
ordering. It follows that if u is a simplex of K’, then G, fixes u pointwise. 
PROPOSITION 18. Let G E C,, and suppose K is an admissible G- 
complex. Then K’ is an admissible G-complex. 
Proof: Let 
(cJ,<u, < ... <un}=u 
be an n-simplex of K’. If ga = u, then go, = ui, i = 0 ,..., n. Hence, 
gEn~_,G,i,thengEG,.Hence,G,=nl~,G,,, 
cd (G,) < yjn g(G,,), 
and G,, E C,-, implies G, E C,_ , . Now 
sup cd(G,) < sup {cd(G,) + dim a} < co 
“GK - otX 
and for every u E K’, there is a r E K with G, c G,; therefore, 
SUP,,~, cd (GV) < co. Hence, _-. 
sup {dim u + cd(G,)} < co. 
oeK’!G 
Since K’ is acyclic, it is an admisible G-complex. 1 
From this. we see that there is no harm in assuming that in an admissible 
G-complex: 
(a) The isotropy group of a simplex fixes the simplex pointwise. In 
particular, if u < r, G, 3 G,. 
(b) The vertices are ordered and the G-action preserves the ordering. 
THEOREM 1. (Quillen’s inequality). Let X be an acyclic G-complex and 
let C be a set of representatives for the G-orbits of simplices of X. Then 
cd(G) < sup {dim u + cd (G,)} 
0 E 1 
(cf. [ 15, Proposition 11, p. 931). 
COROLLARY. ZfGE C,,&(G)< 00. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Recall that if X is a G-complex and M is a G- 
module, there is a spectral sequence 
~7~ = 11 Hq(G,; M,) + Ws q(G; M). 
OET, 
Here 2, is a set of representatives for the p-simplices of X mod G, and M, = 
in @ M is M with Go-action “twisted” (cf. [ 2, VIII.7 1). We may assume G, 
fixes u pointwise, in which case M, = M. Now let M = N Or P, where N and 
P are G-modules, N Z-free and P projective. Since Extz(N, P) =: 
H*(G; N @ P) [2, 111.2.2 1, we obtain 
Ext;,,(N, P) * ExtP’ “(N, P). 
” 
On the vertical line p = k, the spectral sequence dies for p > SUP,,~, ccJ(G,,). 
It follows that 
cd(G) < sup 
O<k<dimS 
(k + ,“irp (cd(G,))) 
i 
= sup (dim u + cd (G,)). I 
“EU 
LEMMA 7. Suppose cd(G) < 00. Let m be a nonnegative integer:; and let 
O--E, d” + . ..+E.LE ,,+E-0 
be an exact sequence of G-modules. Suppose Ei has a complete resolution of 
coincidence index < m - i, 0 < i < n. Then E has a complete resolution of 
coincidence index < m. 
Proof: Let F,,i be a complete resolution of Ei having coincidence index 
< m - i. We prove the result by induction on it. 
For n = 1, we have 
O+E,f,E,,--tE+O. 
By Lemma 3, f extends to a mapf: F,,, --) Fo,,j of complete resolutions. f also 
extends to a map 7 of the ordinary projective resolutions. The mapping cone 
Mf provides a projective resolution of E, and A47 is a complete resolution 
agreeing with MT in dimensions am. 
Assume that the result holds for n - 1. We have sequences 
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By applying the case M = 1 to the second sequence, we see that im d, , 
admits a complete resolution of coincidence index <m - (n - 1). Applying 
this and induction to the first sequence yields the result. 1 
LEMMA 8. Let H < G. Let M be a ZH-module which has a complete 
resolution of coincidence index n. Then Indz M has a complete resolution of 
coincidence index n. 
Proof: Take a complete resolution of M of coincidence index n, and 
apply ZG ai,, -. Exactness is preserved, since BG is ZH-free. Moreover, 
since lG Oi, preserves frees, it preserves projectives. 1 
THEOREM 2. IfGE C,, then G has a complete resolution of coincidence 
index < cd (G). 
ProoJ: If G E C,, the result is well known (Tate cohomology). Suppose 
the result holds for G E C,-, . Let G E C,. Let X be an admissible G- 
complex. Consider the augmented simplicial chain complex of X: 
Recall that 
0 + C,(X) + . . . + C,(X) --f C,(X) + i --f 0. 
C,(X) = @ Indg,, i’,,. 
“EI, 
(Ci (respectively, 2) is a set of representatives for the i-simplices (respec- 
tively, simplices) of X mod G and 2, is the orientation module of a.) By 
induction, G, has a complete resolution of coincidence index < cd (G,). By 
the remarks following Proposition 18. we may assume G, fixes u pointwise, 
so <T’,, = 2. By Lemma 8, Ind:,, ,I; has a complete resolution of coincidence 
index <cd (G,). Therefore, C,(X) has a complete resolution of coincidence 
index < 
sup (sup(i + cd(G,,))} = sup (dim u + cd(G,)) < co. 
O<iCY cJG,r, rrcr 
Application of Proposition 14 yields the result. 1 
It is easy to identify the torsion-free members of C,,,; they are exactly the 
groups of finite cohomological dimension. 
PROPOSITION 19. G is torsion-free and G E C, if and only! if 
cd(G) < co. 
Proof Suppose G is torsion free and G E C,. G acts properly, hence 
freely, on a finite-dimensional acyclic complex X. The augmented simplicial 
chain complex of X provides a finite free resolution of .7 over G. 
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Suppose the result holds for torsion-free groups in C,- , . If G is a torsion- 
free group in C,, let X be an admissible G-complex. Since G,, is torsion-free 
and in C,-, for all 0 E X, by induction cd(G,) < 00 for all 0. In fact, 
cd(G,) = cd (G,,) by Proposition 3, and since 
sup (cd(G,) + dim u} < 03. 
“EKG 
there exists M < co such that cd(G,) < M for all 0 E X. It follows as in [ 15. 
pp. SO-841 that Z admits a finite G-free resolution. 
The converse is trivial. I 
Remark. This shows that if G E C, and G is torsion-free, then 
I+(G) = 0. 
A group is of ty’pe (FP),, if it admits a finitely generated projective 
resolution; if, in addition, the resolution may be chosen to have finite length, 
then it is said to be of fJ!pe (FP). Recall that a group is of type (FP) if and 
only if it is of type (FP), and has finite cohomological dimension 12, 
VIII.6 1. 
COROLLARY. G is of type (FP) if and only! if 
(i) GEC,, 
(ii) G is torsion-free, 
(iii) G is oftvpe (FP), 1 
In the list of problems in [ 191, it was conjectured that a group is of type 
(FP) if and only if it is torsion-free and of type (FP), . The corollary shows 
that any counterexample must lie outside the class C, . 
We now examine closure of the class C, under passage to subgroups, 
amalgamation. and extension. 
PROPOSITION 20. If H < G and G E C,,. [hen H E C,, . (Thus. the class 
C, is closed under passage to subgroups.) 
Proof. If G E C,,, the result is trivial. 
Assume the result is true for G E C, , . Let G E C,,. Let X be an 
admissible G-complex. H acts on X, and Hc7= HnG<, < G,,. Now 
G,, E c,, I> so by induction, H, E C,, , . 
Let C (respectively, C’) denote a set of representatives for the simplices of 
X mod G (respectively, mod H). Let CJ’ EC’. Then for some u E C and 
g E G, u’ = ga. It follows that H”, c G,, = gG,, g ~’ z G,,, and 
dim 0’ + cfi(H,,) < dim u + cd (G,,). 
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Consequently, 
sup {dim u’ + cd(H,,)} < sup {dim u + cd(G,)} < co. 
C’EC’ UET 
So X is an admissible H-complex, and H E C,. l 
Since C,, contains the free groups, it is clear that the class cannot be 
closed under passage to quotients. 
PROPOSITION 21. The class C, is closed under amalgamations; i.e., if 
G,,Gz,AEC,,A<G,,A<G,,thenG,*,,G,~C,,and 
cd(G) < max@(G,), cd(G,), @(A) + 1). 
Recall the following result of Serre [ 14 1: 
Let G = G, *A G, be an amalgamated product. There is a tree X 
on which G operates with fundamental domain a segment 
T = -. The isotropy groups are 
G,=G,, G,=G,, G,=A. 
Proof of Proposition 2 1. If G, E C,,, C, E C,, then A E Cmin,p,y,, and 
GEC max,p,qj+, For if X is the tree given by Serre’s theorem, X is acyclic. 
the isotropy groups are in Cmau(p.yj, and 
sup {dim u + cd(G,)} = max{cd(G,), cd(G,), cd(A) + l} < co. 1 
“EX/G 
Remark. In fact, we may apply Theorem 1 directly to show that if 
cd(G,), cd(G>), and cd(A) are finite, 
cd(G, :bA G,) < max@(G,), @(G,),@(A) + 1 I. 
We will now show that C, is at least partially extension-closed. For the 
next two propositions, 
l-tG’+G+G”+ 1 
will be a group extension. The proof of the first one uses a standard “coin- 
duction” construction (cf. [ 15, pp. 96-97; 2, VIII.3 1; we give it here for the 
convenience of the reader. 
PROPOSITION 22. If G’ E C, and G” is finite, then G E C,. 
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Proof: Let X’ be an admissible G’complex. Let 
X = Horn, .(G, X’), 
the set of G/-maps of G into X’ (G’ acts by left multiplication on G). There 
is a left action of G on X given by 
kfkh) = f(so g), f E X. g,, 3 g 6 G. 
Let 1 g, ,..., g,) be a set of coset representatives for G’/G. We have a 
bijection 
given by 
Q(f)i =f(gi)l i= l,..., n. fEX. 
The product 11 X’ has a natural simplicial structure, and we may use (p to 
give X the structure of a finite-dimensional simplicial complex. 
This simplicial structure is independent of the choice of coset represen 
tatives, and also independent of the ordering of the cosets: if 
1 sl g, ,...? g:, g,}, g( E G’, is another set of coset representatives, we have a 
commutative diagram: 
X 
” 
CJ /
/’ “, ,, ‘\-‘\li 
I”1 , 1 x’ ’ /J x’. II:/ ,Y,’ 
Here cp’ is the map corresponding to { gi g, ,..., g:, g,}. Note that n:i gl is a 
simplicial isomorphism. 
Further, the simplicial structure on X is preserved by the G-action: we 
have a commutative diagram: 
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Here o’ is the map corresponding to the coset representatives (g, g...., g, g}. 
G’ acts on X via G’ c G, and GA = G’ n G,,. We have 
YG 
G’ 
\ 
\ 
G:, 
Since (G : G’) < co. (G, : G:,) < co. 
Now observe that there is a simplicial G’-equivariant map v: X + X’ given 
by 
w(f) =f(l). 
Suppose g’ E GA, o a simplex of X. Then g’a = o, v(g’a) = w(a), 
g’v(a) = ~(0). Now v/(u) is a simplex of X’, independent of g’, so we have 
G:, c G;,,. for some u’ E X’. 
Finally, we shall prove the proposition by induction on p. For p = 0, the 
result is trivial. 
Now suppose that p > 0 and the result is known for G’ E C, , . Let X’. X, 
be as above; note that if o E X’, we have 
1 + G; --f G, --f (finite) --t 1. 
Now G:, c Gb. for some u’ E X’; G;, E C,,-, . so by Proposition 20, 
G,:E C,-,. By induction, G,, E C, , . 
Since X’ is acyclic, so is X. Finally, 
sup {dim u + cd(G,)/ 
UE Y;G 
= sup {dim u + cd(Gb)} < sup {dim u + cd(G&,,,)/ 
VEXIG ,TE Y!c; 
< sup cd (Gi(,,) + dim X < sup cd (G,!,,) + dim X < co. 
OCX!C; dE.Y’ 
Hence X is admissible. and G E C,. 1 
PROPOSITION 23. Ij”G’EC,andG”EC,,thenGEC,+,. 
Proof: Let X” be an admissible G”-complex. G acts via the quotient 
map, and for u E X”, we have 
1 + G’ --t G + G” + 1. ,r u 
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Since / Gz 1 < co, cd (G’) = cd (G,). Thus, 
sup {dim u + cd (G,,)} = dim X” + cd (G’) ( co. 
0Ex”‘f; 
Since G’ E C,, G, E C, by Proposition 22. Hence, X” is an admissible G- 
complex. and G E C, , , . 1 
EXAMPLE 1. Let $$zj denote the p-fold cover of Sp(2n. Ii?). Let 
I‘= a denote the inverse image of Sp(2n. ,L) in G-1:). For some 
p and II. every subgroup of finite index in r contains a copy of h,] 14 I. so 1 
is not virtually torsion-free. However, r is an extension of Sp(2t2, ,I” 11 by .,’ ,, 
so f E C, by Proposition 23. 
EXAMPLE 2. Schneebeli I13 ] constructs a group that is not virtually 
torsion-free by extending a certain two-dimensional duality group by a finite 
abelian group. Proposition 23 shows that this group is in C, . 
In ordinary Farrell theory, the cohomology groups l?*(G: M) are torsion 
groups-they are annihilated by 
d = gcd(nl n = (G: H), H a torsionfree subgroup of finite index I. 
It is conjectured that in this case the Farrell groups are also annihilated by 
m=lcm(n~n=~H~. Ha finite subgroup of G}. 
In the extended theory, the Farrell groups need not be torsion groups. The 
following example was suggested by Kenneth S. Brown: it Iuses a 
construction of Serre (cf. 114. pp. 5%591). The idea is to build a “nice” 
group with finite subgroups of unbounded order. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the following ascending union of finite groups: 
“12 + -/4.: --t .;. /8 _ + . . 
The direct limit is denoted by Imz co: it is an infinite torsion group. so it is 
obviously not of finite virtural dimension. We wiil show that ,.. z co E C, . To 
simplify notation, we shall write 
G for ..-? co : G,, for the subgroup .,‘/2”.-. 
We define a tree X as follows: the vertices will be 
VW = U G/G,,. II 
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The edges are given by the canonical maps G/G, + G/G,,+, , n > 0. Thus, if 
g+G,EG/G,, then there is an edge from the corresponding vertex to 
g+Gn+, EG/G,+,. 
X is path connected; consider the vertices g, + G,, g, + G,,, where 
g,, g, E G. By abuse of notation, we take g,, g, to be represented by 
g, E Gi, g, E Gj, respectively. Then both g, + G,, g, + G, map to the trivial 
coset in G/G,+, and are therefore connected by a path. Since there are 
clearly no circuits, X is a tree. 
G acts on the set of vertices by permuting the corresponding cosets. If 
(g, + G,, g, + G,,,) tsanedgeandgEG,(g+g,+G,,gtg,tG,+,) 
is also an edge. Therefore, X is a G-complex. 
Figure I is a picture of X. The vertices in the first vertical line on the left 
represent the cosets G/G,, those in the second vertical line represent G/G,. 
and so forth. Evidently, the isotropy groups are just G, = Z/2”Z, n > 0, so 
sup {dim (T + cd (G,)} < co. 
otX!G 
So GE C,. 
To show that the groups fi*(G; M) are not torsion groups, we shall show 
that 1 E @(G; Z) has infinite order. For each n, we have a restriction map 
res: fi’(G; 2) --t Z?‘(G,; I’) z 0/2”L 
(the target groups are the ordinary Tate cohomology groups). Since res(1) = 
1 E fi’(G,; 0) zz Z/2”Z, we have 2” j ord(1) for all n. 
Remark. The construction above in fact shows: if G is countable and 
locally finite, then G E C, . 
FIGURI’ I 
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Finally, we will show that the theory of cohomologically trivial modules 
(cf. 12, VI.8, X]) generalizes to the class C,. 
LEMMA 9. Let G E C,. Let M be a G-module such that H*(H; M) = 0 
for all H < G, HE C,-, . Then H*(G; M) = 0. 
Proof Let X be an admissible G-complex; assume that the isotropy 
group of each simplex fixes the simplex pointwise. The equivariant 
cohomology spectral sequence 
has E, =0 by hypothesis, so H*(G;M) =O. 1 
DEFINITION. Let G E C,. A module M is cohomologically trivial for G if 
g*(H; M) = 0 for all H < G, HE C, , ]so fi*(G; M) = 0, by Lemma 91. 
LEMMA 10. Let G E C, . A module M is cohomological1.v trivial “for G if 
and only if it is cohomologically trivial for every H < G, H finite. 
Proof: (a). Let M be cohomologically trivial for G, G E C,,. Then 
H*(H; M) = 0 for all subgroups HE C,-, , in particular for all finite 
subgroups. Therefore, M is cohomologically trivial for every finite subgroup. 
(t). Let G E C,. If M is cohomologically trivial for all finite 
subgroups, inductively it is cohomologically trivial for all subgroups 
HE C,-,. For such an H, H*(H; M) = 0 by Lemma 9. Hence, M is 
cohomologically trivial for G. 1 
LEMMA 11. Suppose G E C,. Let M and N be G-modules which are I- 
free, and suppose M is cohomologically trivial. Then Hom,(M, hi) (with 
diagonal G-action) is cohomologically trivial. 
Proof: The result is true for G finite 12, VI.7.11 ]. The general case 
follows from Lemma 10. m 
PROPOSITION 24. Let GE C J: , G(G) = b. The following are equivalent: 
(i) M is cohomologically trivial for G. 
(ii) proj dim,,M < n + 1. 
(iii) proj dim,, M < 03. 
If (it(iii) hold and M is &-free, then proj dim,, M < n. 
Proof. (ii) - (iii). Trivial. 
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(iii) => (i). Let H be a finite subgroup of G. Then 
proj dim:,, M < proj dim,, M < CO. 
Since the proposition is known in the finite case 12, VI.7). A4 is 
cohomologically trivial over H. The result now follows from Lemma 10. 
(i) 2 (ii). First, suppose M is cohomologically trivial and B-free. We 
shall show proj dim,, M < n. We must therefore show Ext;: ‘(M, N) = 0 for 
all N; it suffices to do this for N c-free. Suppose then that N is S-free, so 
Hom:(M, N) is cohomologically trivial, by Lemma 11. Then 
Extni ‘(M, N) z H”’ ‘(G; Horn g(M, N) z fin+ ‘(G; Hom,(M, N)) = 0. 
Finally, suppose M is cohomologically trivial but not necessarily L-free. Let 
0~K-tF-M-O (“1 
be exact with F YG-free. Since fi*(H; M) = 0 for H < G, H E C,, , , and 
since the free module F effaces fi *, the long exact cohomology sequence 
associated to (*) shows that K is cohomologically trivial. Since K is L-free. 
the result we just proved shows that proj dim,, K ,< n. Hence, 
proj dim -(; M < n + 1. 1 
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